
EXAMPLE 

SCHEME OF WORK

M o o s e  C l u b  R e s o u r c e s

Signing up to Moose Club will give you six schemes, per key stage, just like this! Each Scheme has 5
lesson plans, a list of suggested resources, a scheme overview, additional teaching aids where required
and a Spotify playlist to work from, making it easy to pick up and go!

Here is an example from this years PLANTS scheme for KS2, featuring the first lesson and additional
resources. 

This example is provided to give you a better sense of the quality of resources and should not be used or
distributed further. 



PLANTS

K S 2  D a n c e  S c h e m e  o f  W o r k



PLANTS - KS2
A 5 week exploration for KS2 looking at Plants, their functions and how they differ around the world.

suggested resources
WEEK 1: Image of a Plant and its four parts, Plant warm up and movement idea resource (included)
WEEK 2: BBC Bitesize video exploring Seed Dispersal - https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/znvfb9q
WEEK 3: Timelapse Videos of Plants seeking light/ Photosynthesis - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z4kqbKQrvYA /
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lfaf2hqoooE
WEEK 4: Images of different plants from around the world

music suggestions

SCHEME OVERVIEW

A Walk To The Shore - Christopher Benstead
Go Bang - SBTRKT
Lush - Four Tet
Planet - Four Tet
Ageispolis - Aphex Twin
Clearing, Dawn, Dance - Judd Greenstein, yMusic
Cecile and the Knights - Clorinde

LESSON 1: Parts of a flowering plant – Learn about the parts of a flowering plant, explore levels, select and sequence movement
ideas, develop relationship with a partner.
LESSON 2: Seed Dispersal – Learn about the various methods in which seeds are dispersed, explore a range of dynamics, observe
and give feedback to others.
LESSON 3: Photosynthesis – Creatively demonstrate the elements of photosynthesis, create and perform movement with a variety
of uses of the space.
LESSON 4: Plants from around the world – Identify a range of plants from around the world, create solos using words and imagery
as inspiration, develop existing dances.
LESSON 5: Rehearsal and Performance – Demonstrate a variety of dance actions and dynamics, communicate meaning effectively,
demonstrate sensitivity to others and to music.

Click here to access these tracks 
via our Spotify playlist

MOOSE CLUB EXAMPLE

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/znvfb9q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z4kqbKQrvYA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lfaf2hqoooE
https://open.spotify.com/playlist/2wmBSlMdfrfCPTfo0pwcZ3?si=RTi4owZ1TJayqGkjz-DSLw
https://open.spotify.com/playlist/2wmBSlMdfrfCPTfo0pwcZ3?si=RTi4owZ1TJayqGkjz-DSLw
https://open.spotify.com/playlist/2wmBSlMdfrfCPTfo0pwcZ3?si=RTi4owZ1TJayqGkjz-DSLw
https://open.spotify.com/playlist/2wmBSlMdfrfCPTfo0pwcZ3?si=RTi4owZ1TJayqGkjz-DSLw


LESSON 1: PARTS OF A FLOWERING PLANT

Movement 
Introduction & 
Warm up

Exploration & 
Development

INTRODUCTION:
Ask pupils to name the four parts of a flowering plant. Continue discussion to ascertain what pupils know about this
topic. Discuss the different levels that occur within the plant. ROOTS/ STEM/ LEAVES/ FLOWER
FOLLOW THE LEADER FOCUS TASK:
Start by asking pupils to copy simple actions you perform using a range of levels and sizes – standing, sitting, lying,
jumping, stretching, reaching. Challenge pupils with varying the speed of which you move through the actions and the
contrast in levels/sizes. 
WATCH ME GROW WARM UP:
Teach pupils the set warm up (see accompanying resource), naming each move as you go to support movement
memory and sequencing. Use counts throughout to support timing. 
STOP/GROW:
Ask pupils to share what they think each part of the plant is responsible for. Now ask pupils to create frozen shapes
or representations of each part with their bodies, acknowledging its role. Develop their movement choices into actions
by providing additional details (see accompanying resource)
Place this exploration into a game. Ask pupils to choose a part of the plant and create a frozen position. When the
music starts, pupils then move, exploring movement ideas for that part of the plant. When the music stops, they
create a new frozen position, depicting another part of the plant, and so on. 

For the focus task, deliver this
this non-verbally to start with,
working on focus, concentration
and observation, then begin to
name the level/size/action after
they have copied each one. 

Composition

Appreciation &
Performance

Re-focus &
Cool Down

Aims: Learn about the parts of a flowering plant, explore levels, select and sequence movement ideas, develop relationship with a partner.
Learning outcomes:
ALL: Pupils will learn and perform the Plant warm up demonstrating a range of levels and sizes of movement.
MOST: Pupils will select and sequence movement ideas with a partner.
SOME: Pupils will explore and perform their timing and relationship choices with a partner in a call and response style. 

PERFORM: 
Share the duets half a class at a time. Ask the audience the watch all the plants around them growing and to look out
for duets that move smoothly when swapping between partners.

CLOSING FLOWER:
Guide pupils through the cool down sequence:
Start, standing, in an open flower, position slowly close the flower, reach out then wrap the leaves, role down through
the stem (spine), crouch, then spread the roots out onto the floor. 

Develop their understanding of
dance language (verbally and
practically) by pointing out the
different levels and shapes
explored in the warm up,
preparing them for the next task.

Aim for a clear definition
between still and moving.  

Focus on supporting timing and
relationship through eye contact.
Duet structure can either be done
each pupil performing each
part one at a time, or one
performs roots, then the other
performs stem and so on…

Encourage specific feedback
relating to lesson aims: timing,
relationship, range of levels/sizes.

Encourage pupils to move
slowly, working between wide
open stretch positions and small
curled positions. 

TASK Teacher Notes and DifferentiationSECTION

All lesson plans are copyright of Blue Moose Dance Company. Please ask permission before sharing these. For internal school use only.

MOOSE CLUB EXAMPLE

STOP/START PLANT DUETS:
Ask pupils to get into pairs. As a pair they decide on a movement for each part of the plant. They can suggest ideas
that they explored in the previous task and then select one that they both know and learn. Ask them to
perform them, in the correct order (root to flower) at the same time, making eye contact and moving in unison.

Now guide pupils to alternate these movements so only one person is moving at once. One pupil must remain
frozen whilst the other one is moving, as soon as the moving pupil has stopped, the other pupil takes over. 
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ADDITIONAL RESOURCES

Hot, sunny climates

Tall, strong, layered trunk

Wide, flat bending leaves

Trees bend in high winds

Some grow coconuts

PALM TREES

EXAMPLES OF PLANTS FROM AROUND THE WORLD

CABBAGE

Survive in colder climates

(England!)

Source of food

Many many layers

Tightly compact

Wrinkly, bumpy leaves

VINES

Found in the rainforest

Long, twisting, tangling,

Damp environments

Many leaves reaching for

sunlight in many

directions

CACTUS

Found in the desert

Hot, dry climates

Store water

Spiky 'arms'

Small flowers

Robust, sturdy, strong

survivors!

FOXGLOVES

Pretty delicate flowers

growing up the plant

Toxic, can be deadly

Prefer shade

Often found in a woodland MOOSE CLUB EXAMPLE



Blue Moose Dance Company
4th Floor, 
Media Factory,
UCLan, 
Preston,
PR1 2HE

education@bluemoosedance.org.uk
www.bluemoosedance.org.uk

@bluemoosedance

All Schemes of Work are purchased for internal use in the School listed.
Please do not share further, without seeking permission. Thank you! 

Credit: Studio 8 Photography


